
INDIVIDUAL COMMENTS ABOUT CANDIDATES  

 Celia Pugliese says 

JULY 17, 2024 AT 9:38 AM 

Your comment is awaiting moderation. 

First I kindly disagree with this editorial paragraph 
“Because a write-in candidate has filed expressly to close the 
election to non-Republicans, only registered Republicans 
may cast a ballot in this race”, thou true, not illegal by 
current laws, if we do not like our laws need to lobby to 
change them. 
These issues also arise given the fact that at times 
candidates that were long term registered Dems change 
party’s to Reps, because is obvious will get more votes in our 
red state. 

Councilman Mr..Klufas cost myself and neighbors residents 
thousands in lawyers fees to successfully oppose his beloved 
150′ high cell towers @ 150 to 200 feet from our homes but 
not his inside Grand Haven NIMBY logically. What is good 
for the goose is good for the gander when it comes to his ill 
conceived some towers location un his Wireless Master 
Plan..We didn’t oppose the towers but the selective incorrect 
location. We better vote for Kim Carey, Pam Richardson and 
Fernando Melendez for FCBOCC as Mr. Klufas still lobbying 
for the same location we costly fought successfully off, and 
in his candidate profile:: “I also championed the creation 
and adoption of our cellphone wireless master plan 
We have substantially improved cell phone reception within 
the City and it could be even better if we had a majority of 
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our council willing to vote for an additional tower on our 
golf course identified by our Master plan” Candidate 
Reports 
Candidate Reports 
Because the above and more, is that Mr. Klufas should be a 
NO, for Friends of Florida Park Drive and Cimmaron Drive, 
for the vote in up zoning plans for developers and the loss of 
our Harborside Resort destination that provided with 371 
local hospitality jobs in exchange for more ICW front 
townhouses. 33 millions for pickle balls courts and Southern 
Rec. center and zero for 1078 Palmcoasters paying members 
loosing their access to the Belle Terre R, and Swim pool, 
courtesy of the 3 in the school board, Most members 
families with children, elderly and special needs users that 
do not afford a home or “clubhouse pool” in our long hot 
summers. 
How much $$$ are we getting back from Mr. Klufas city 
owned Fiber Optic now with Metronet and ITT also coming 
with their competition as warned then “to let the big boys do 
what they do best”? Is so much we can look ahead and spend 
in an Imagination into the PC future ignoring the residents 
very needs of today. This is why also we need in Palm Coast 
District 3 Ray Stevens and District 1 Jeffery Seib 

My post - MITCH says 

JULY 17, 2024 AT 10:59 AM 

Your comment is awaiting moderation. 

Look at the facts: 1) He voted for a 151% raise for himself 
while many residents of Palm Coast struggle to put food on 
the table for their children, out of touch with the 
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community. “Council member Nick Klufas–who had 
previously favored a more gradual increase in pay–spoke 
most adamantly in defense of the higher pay, making a 
direct link–still never documented by Klufas or any member 
of the council–between better pay and a higher quality of 
candidates, or candidates from different walks of life.” 2) 
Fought residents seeking to protect their neighborhood’s 
Quality Of Life, safety, and health. (Consider 8,000 cars per 
day 60 feet from children’s bedrooms.). List is much longer, 
but know he voted himself 151% raise and used that raise to 
fight against tax paying residents. His high pay improved his 
life, not residents. 

 

 

 

 


